Antibody-Bridged Beacon for Homogeneous Detection of Small Molecules.
In conventional competitive immunoassays for small molecules (SM), antibodies are either immobilized to solid phases or labeled with magnetic particles or probes. The former involves laborious blocking and washing steps, whereas the latter requires complicated labeling and purification steps. To circumvent these limitations, we describe here a new type of molecular beacon, termed antibody-bridged beacon (AbB), enabling homogeneous detection of SM without any immobilization or labeling of the antibody. The AbB is formed by the binding of an antibody to a pair of SM-labeled oligonucleotide probes that each comprise a stem sequence conjugated by either a fluorophore or a quencher. Competitive binding of the SM target to the antibody destructs the stem-loop structure of AbB, restoring the quenched fluorescence. A minimum binding energy of stem sequences is required for efficient formation of the desired stem-loop structure of AbB. A systematic study of the impact of stem sequences on the fluorescence background and quenching efficiency provided useful benchmarks, e.g., binding energy of -11 kcal/mol, for the construction of AbB. The optimized AbB showed fast signal responses, as demonstrated in the analyses of two small molecule targets, biotin and digoxin. Low nanomolar limits of detection were achieved. The novel AbB strategy, along with the guidelines established for the construction and application of AbB, offers a promising approach for homogeneous detection of small molecules, obviating immobilization or labeling of antibodies as required by other competitive immunoassays.